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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach for mesh compression, which we call multiresolution random accessible
mesh compression. In contrast to previous mesh compression techniques, the approach enables us to progressively decompress an arbitrary portion of a mesh without decoding other non-interesting parts. This simultaneous
support of random accessibility and progressiveness is accomplished by adapting selective refinement of a multiresolution mesh to the mesh compression domain. We present a theoretical analysis of our connectivity coding
scheme and provide several experimental results. The performance of our coder is about 11 bits for connectivity
and 21 bits for geometry with 12-bit quantization, which can be considered reasonably good under the constraint
that no fixed neighborhood information can be used for coding to support decompression in a random order.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling

1. Introduction
As 3D capturing devices are becoming more and more
exquisite, the sizes of 3D meshes are continuously increasing these days. Since high-quality digital geometry is desired
with limited memory sizes and network bandwidths, mesh
compression has been an active research area in the graphics
literature [TR99, GGK02, AG05].
Previous mesh compression research mostly focused on
the issues of compression ratio and progressive encoding/decoding, achieving successful results. In the single-rate
compression, compression ratio for mesh connectivity approaches the asymptotic bound [TG98, AD01b]. Progressive
mesh compression enables immediate access of global shape
during transmission without a big overhead than a single-rate
algorithm [TGHL98, COLR99, PR00, AD01a].
In addition to compression ratio and progressiveness, error resilience and random accessibility are important desirable properties for mesh compression. Error resilience can
provide robust transmission of mesh data against possible
network errors. Random accessibility allows decoding only
a desired part of the compressed data without decoding other
parts, which will be effective for interactive decompression
with user demands. Error resilient approaches for geometry
data transmission were proposed in [BK01, AAR05]. A ran-
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dom accessible mesh compression technique based on mesh
chartification was proposed in [CKL∗ 04].
Although there has been only a little attention on random
accessibility for mesh compression, this property has been
considered as an important in other domains of compression. The most immediate example is MPEG sound/video
[BGC02, MPFL96]. For a MPEG video, random accessibility has a crucial role in allowing us to selectively watch
the interesting parts. Similarly, in mesh compression with
random accessibility, the full details of a specific part of a
compressed mesh can be made available without decoding
other parts. Such a property will enable various applications
of mesh compression, such as selective decoding for viewdependent refinement and partial editing of large meshes.
Furthermore, if the random accessibility is combined with
progressiveness, mesh compression can be used for more efficient visualization and manipulation of large scale meshes
with limited main memory and network bandwidth. We can
start with decompressing the coarsest mesh and then an arbitrary part of the mesh can be decoded in a progressive way
while the resolutions of other parts remain unchanged without further decoding. However, none of the mesh compression techniques developed so far provides both random accessibility and progressiveness. In the previous random accessible mesh compression technique [CKL∗ 04], a chart is
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the atomic unit for random accessibility and progressive decoding for selected parts is not supported.
In this paper, we propose a novel paradigm for mesh
compression, called multiresolution random accessible mesh
compression, which provides the progressiveness as well as
the random accessibility. We concentrate on the connectivity coding and present a preliminary result on the geometry
coding. Specifically, our connectivity coding scheme has the
following novel properties;

decoded independently from each other. Hence, with the
framework, the random accessibility can be provided only
in the unit of a chart. In addition, each chart is encoded with
a single rate compression algorithm, which prohibits progressive decoding. In contrast, our technique supports both
random accessibility and progressiveness, where the unit for
random accessibility can be any part of the current decompressed mesh during the decoding process.

• Random accessible connectivity coding: Although the
connectivity information is encoded only once, the information can be decoded in arbitrarily different decoding
orders.
• Progressive connectivity coding with random accessibility: In contrast to [CKL∗ 04], where connectivity is decoded in the unit of a chart, our technique can locally decode any part of a compressed mesh in the coarse-to-fine
manner.
• Comparable bpv to progressive compression for connectivity: We show that, on average, 2 × (1 + log2 6) bpv is
theoretically sufficient for our connectivity coding. Despite the additional property of random accessibility, the
bpv is theoretically comparable to encoding the 1-ring
neighborhood information when a mesh is progressively
compressed with edge collapses [PR00].

2. Basic Approach

1.1. Related work

2.1. Selective refinement and random order decoding

Random accessible compression In other compression domains, random accessibility has been considered as an important property and widely incorporated in the compression
schemes. For example, with a MPEG video, we can play a
selected scene without decoding all the preceding frames.
In volume compression, a 3D wavelet-based scheme was
proposed which allows random access to compressed voxels [BIP01]. For volume rendering with the scheme, we can
keep only the compressed data in the main memory and decompress the voxels on the fly in an arbitrary order when
they are needed.

Selective refinement of multiresolution meshes has many
things in common with the problem setting in this paper.
For details of selective refinement, refer to excellent surveys [LRC∗ 02, FKP04]. Basically, the research on selective
refinement of multiresolution meshes has concerned a similar asymmetry between analysis (preprocessing) and synthesis (run-time) phases. That is, the detail information of a
given multiresolution mesh is analyzed only once in the offline preprocessing. The analysis result is utilized for generating valid selectively refined meshes with dynamically varying 1-ring neighbors in the on-line synthesis phase.

Mesh compression There are excellent surveys on mesh
compression [TR99, GGK02, AG05]. A comprehensive review of mesh compression is not a focus of this paper and
we refer the reader to the survey papers for details.
Although previous studies provide excellent results
on mesh compression, none of the techniques, except
[CKL∗ 04], considered the random accessibility in decoding.
In most cases of previous work, the decoding is a deterministic process, which is merely a reverse of the encoding. Consequently, the decoding order of compressed mesh data is
fixed in the encoding process and a random order decoding
is prohibited.
Choe et al. proposed a framework for random accessible mesh compression [CKL∗ 04]. The framework is based
on mesh chartification and the charts can be encoded and

In this paper, the research goal is to provide both the progressiveness and random accessibility at the same time for
irregular mesh compression. The most distinguishable point
in our problem setting from previous work is the asymmetry between the encoder and decoder. We should encode the
mesh information only once but the encoded information
must be decodable in an arbitrary order. In other words, the
encoded connectivity and geometry must be decodable even
with dynamically varying 1-ring neighborhood which may
differ from the neighborhood in the encoding stage. Moreover, although we can fully access a given mesh in the encoder side, we have only a partial information reconstructed
in an unpredictable order for the decoder side. This asymmetry causes major challenges for both connectivity and geometry coding.

With selective refinement, we can achieve a progressive
random order decoding in the following way. We first begin with decompressing the coarsest base mesh from the
compressed mesh data. Then, a selected part of the base
mesh can be progressively decoded without decoding other
parts by applying selective refinement only to that particular part. The progressive decoding can be performed on any
part of the current decompressed mesh in an arbitrary order by properly arranging selective refinements. With this
approach, multiresolution random accessible mesh compression can be reduced to encoding and decoding the base mesh
with the detail information used for selective refinement.
However, from the compression point of view, a naive representation of the detail information needs a relatively large
storage.
In this paper, to accomplish multiresolution random acc The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2006.
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Figure 1: Truly selective refinement of progressive meshes: (a) In the progressive mesh construction, two fundamental cut
vertices v̂l and v̂r , shown in (c), are reserved as topological details for each split vertex vs . (b) and (c) By using v̂l and v̂r , we
can locate the active cut vertices val and var among the dynamically varying 1-ring neighbors of vs in run-time.
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Figure 2: The concept of dual pieces and its properties: (a) fundamental dual pieces, each of which is defined as the Voronoi
region of a vertex on the original mesh surface. (b) adjacency property: when we visualize the dual pieces of a given vertex
front, the adjacency among the dual pieces is identical to the connectivity of a selectively refined mesh made from the vertex
front. (c) cutting property: for each split vertex vs , the dual pieces of its fundamental cut vertices are adjacent to the cutting
border between the dual pieces of its two children vt and vu .

cessible mesh compression, we propose a compact encoding technique for the detail information of selective refinement of multiresolution meshes. Although other selective refinement schemes may be used for this purpose, we
adopt the truly selective refinement of progressive meshes
[KL01, KL03]. The main reason is that the approach is
equipped with a theoretical analysis based on the concept of
dual pieces. We will utilize the concept as a validation tool
for our connectivity coder.

2.2. Review of truly selective refinement scheme
Fig. 1 illustrates the algorithmic components of truly selective refinement of progressive meshes [KL01]. When
a progressive mesh is constructed with edge collapses,
we reserve two topological details v̂l and v̂r , called the
fundamental cut vertices, for each split vertex vs . With
the truly selective refinement scheme, the vertex vs and
the edge etu can be selectively split and collapsed with
vsplitsel (vs , vt , vu , val , var ) and ecolsel (vs , vt , vu ), respectively,
where val = ActiveAncestor(v̂l ) and var = ActiveAncestor(v̂r ).
Each fundamental cut vertex v̂l (resp. v̂r ) of a split vertex vs
corresponds to a leaf node in the vertex hierarchy and is used
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2006.

for finding an active cut vertex val (resp. var ) in dynamically
varying 1-ring neighborhood of vs . As a result, in general,
the active cut vertices of vs are different from two opposite
vertices of the collapsed edge etu in the progressive mesh
construction, denoted as vl and vr in Fig. 1(a). However, both
vl and val (resp. vr and var ) are the ancestors of the fundamental cut vertex v̂l (resp, v̂r ), as shown in Fig. 1(c).
In [KL01], the concept of a dual piece was proposed for
validating the truly selective refinement scheme. The dual
piece D(v) of a vertex v in the vertex hierarchy is recursively
defined by the union of the dual pieces of its two children.
For a leaf vertex in the vertex hierarchy, the dual piece is defined as the Voronoi region of the vertex on the original mesh
surface, and we designate it as a fundamental dual piece (see
Fig. 2(a)). As a result, the dual piece of a vertex v is defined
on the original mesh surface and contains the original vertices that have been collapsed into vertex v in the progressive
mesh construction (see Fig. 2(b)).
The following properties of dual pieces will be useful for
designing our connectivity coder. A more formal discussion
of the properties can be found in [KL01, KL03].
• stationary property: During the selective refinement, the
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dual piece of a vertex does not change since the vertex
hierarchy is fixed in the progressive mesh construction.
• inclusion property: By the definition of a dual piece, if v p
is an ancestor of vq in the vertex hierarchy, then the dual
piece D(v p ) includes the dual piece D(vq ).
• adjacency property: If two dual pieces D(v p ) and D(vq )
are adjacent to each other, the corresponding vertices v p
and vq are connected by an edge when they are contained
in a selectively refined mesh.
• cutting property: For any non-leaf vertex vs in the vertex hierarchy, the dual pieces of its fundamental cut vertices D(v̂l ) and D(v̂r ) are adjacent to the cutting border
between the dual pieces of two children of vs , D(vt ) and
D(vu ) (see Fig. 2(c)).
2.3. Problem definition
With the truly selective refinement scheme, the problems of
multiresolution random accessible mesh compression can be
defined as follows;
Connectivity coding For a split vertex vs , we investigate
what the essential information is for finding the active ancestors val and var in the dynamically varying 1-ring neighbor
of vs and how to compactly encode and decode the essential
information.
Geometry coding For a split vertex vs , we investigate how
to encode and decode the positions of the two children vt and
vu , which should be restored when vs is split with dynamically varying 1-ring neighbors.
3. Connectivity Coding
In this section, we only consider encoding and decoding of
the information to locate the left active cut vertex val of a
split vertex vs . The right active cut vertex var can be handled in a similar way. First, we review the naive solution,
which encodes the left fundamental cut vertex v̂l of vs . Then,
we present an efficient technique for encoding v̂l using the
set of possible 1-ring neighbors of vs . With this technique,
a large number of bits can be removed from the naive encoding of v̂l . Finally, we verify that there are redundancies
among the fundamental cut vertices. This observation leads
us to the following fact; Even if we only encode the information about the cut vertex vl (not v̂l ) for each split vertex
vs , it is sufficient to identify the active cut vertex val of vs in
an arbitrary decoding scenario (see Fig. 1 for illustration of
vl and val ).
Before presenting our connectivity coding schemes, we
fix the notation and setting.
Notation For a given unsigned integer x, we denote the i-th
significant bit of x in the bit representation as x[i] . When we
have 12 (=11002 ), for example, 12[0] , 12[1] , 12[2] , 12[3] are 1,
1, 0, and 0, respectively.
Setting A node in the vertex hierarchy is labeled with the
<tree-id, node-id> notation [KL01]. We give a proper tree-

id to each tree in the vertex hierarchy and assign the treeid to all nodes in the tree. In a tree, the node-id of a node is
determined in a similar way to heap indexing. The node-id
of the root is 1. When a node has x as node-id, then node-ids
of left child and right child are 2x and 2x + 1, respectively.
During the encoding and decoding processes, each vertex in
the current mesh corresponds to a node in the vertex hierarchy and knows its own <tree-id, node-id>.
3.1. Naïve coding of fundamental cut vertices
The simplest way to identify the active cut vertex val in the
dynamically varying 1-ring neighborhood of vs is to encode
<tree-id, node-id> of the fundamental cut vertex v̂l of vs .
With the information, val can be designated by finding the
ancestor of v̂l in the neighborhood of vs [KL01].
Since a node-id in the vertex hierarchy is generated with
the heap-indexing rule, the binary representation of a nodeid specifies the path from the root to the node. For example,
suppose that node-id of v̂ is 12 (=11002 ). We can see that the
path from the root to v̂ is as follows; From the root (1), trace
down to the right child (1), trace down to the left child (0),
trace down to the left child (0), and reach the node v̂ (end of
bits). As a result, when we encode v̂l with its <tree-id, nodeid> notation, we have enough information for identifying a
leaf vertex v̂l in the whole vertex hierarchy.
With the <tree-id, node-id> of v̂l , it is simple to locate the
active ancestor val in the 1-ring neighborhood of vs during the
decoding phase. For a given vertex front V, we can identify
val by visiting the tree with tree-id and tracing down to v̂l
using the bits in node-id until we meet the vertex front V.
However, this naive coding of fundamental cut vertices is
not sufficient for the compression purpose. Each fundamental cut vertex corresponds to a leaf node in the vertex hierarchy. The bit cost for encoding <tree-id, node-id> is log2 n,
assuming the vertex hierarchy is well-balanced, where n is
the number of vertices in the original mesh. Since two fundamental cut vertices are required for each split vertex vs ,
the bpv is 2 × log2 n in this case. Recall that this overhead
comes from the fact that the naive encoding tries to identity
a leaf node v̂l in the whole vertex hierarchy.
3.2. Efficient coding with sub-vertex hierarchy
Naturally, the coding cost of a fundamental cut vertex will
be saved if the search space for identifying a fundamental
cut vertex is reduced. Although the 1-ring neighborhood of
a split vertex vs can dynamically vary in the decoding phase,
not all nodes in the vertex hierarchy can be a neighbor of vs .
Therefore, we only need to consider a subset of the nodes
in the vertex hierarchy which contains the possible 1-ring
neighbors of vs (see Fig. 3).
Let N̂(vs ) denote the set of vertices in the original mesh
whose fundamental dual pieces are adjacent to D(vs ), as
shown in Fig. 3(a). Then, the set of possible 1-ring neighbors of vs is fixed as the set of ancestor nodes of N̂(vs ) from
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2006.
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Figure 3: Possible 1-ring neighborhood of a split vertex vs :
(a) The original mesh (thin-yellow) and an arbitrarily refined mesh (thick-gray) in the decompression phase are overdrawn. Also, the dual piece of vs (indigo) and its adjacent
fundamental dual pieces (green and orange) are illustrated
on the original mesh. (b) The sub-vertex hierarchy H(vs ) defined by the ancestors of all leaf vertices whose fundamental
dual pieces are adjacent to D(vs ). Notice that the current
1-ring neighborhood of vs is the set of nodes on the intersection of H(vs ) and the current vertex front. With H(vs ), two
fundamental cut vertices v̂l and v̂r of vs can be encoded as
<0,11010> and <1,1011>, respectively.
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Figure 4: Two split vertices vs and v0s

are mutually ancestors
of the other’s left fundamental cut vertices. (a) Two children
vt and vu of a split vertex vs must be included in the subvertex hierarchy H(v0s ) defined by the other split vertex v0s ,
and vice versa. (b) Only two possible configurations exist
between D(vt )/D(vu ) and D(vt0 )/D(v0u )

identify the active cut vertex val by tracing down from the
root to v̂l in H(vs ) until we meet the current vertex front.
When we assume that the sub-vertex hierarchy H(vs ) is
well-balanced, the required bits for a fundamental cut vertex
v̂l is log2 k, where k is the number of nodes in N̂(vs ). Since
k should be proportional to the combinatorial perimeter of
D(vs ), it could be large when vs is a vertex of a coarse mesh.

the adjacency and inclusion properties of dual pieces. Fig.
3(b) highlights only the ancestor nodes of N̂(vs ) and paths
between them in the original vertex hierarchy. Notice that
given an arbitrary vertex front V, the current 1-ring neighbors of vs are the nodes on the intersection between V and
the ancestor nodes of N̂(vs ).

3.3. Compact coding with redundancy removal

An interesting fact about the highlighted graph structure
in Fig. 3(b) is that it is again a forest with binary trees,
similar to the original vertex hierarchy. We call the graph
structure as the sub-vertex hierarchy for vs and denotes it
as H(vs ). As shown in Fig. 3(b), the size of H(vs ) is much
smaller than the original vertex hierarchy.

Assume that the fundamental cut vertices of all split vertex vs are encoded with the technique in Section 3.2. We
consider two different split vertices vs and v0s in the vertex hierarchy, each of which is not an ancestor of the other but an
ancestor of the other’s left fundamental cut vertex (see Fig.
4). Since vs is an ancestor of the left fundamental cut vertex
of v0s , D(vt0 ) and D(v0u ) must be adjacent to D(vs ) from the
cutting and inclusion properties of dual pieces. Therefore,
both vt0 and v0u must belong to the sub-vertex hierarchy H(vs )
because H(vs ) is defined with the possible 1-ring neighbors
of vs (see Fig. 4(a)). From the viewpoint of vs , a trace bit b
must be encoded for identifying which direction is the correct way to v̂l between vt0 and v0u in H(vs ). With the same
reason, v0s also has one bit b0 to choose from vt and vu for
tracing down to its left fundamental cut vertex in H(v0s ).

In a similar way to Section 3.1, we can encode a fundamental cut vertex v̂l with H(vs ). Now the tree-id of v̂l is assigned by considering only the trees in H(vs ), reducing the
required bits. The node-id of v̂l can be encoded with a sequence of bits each of which corresponds to a binary branch
in H(vs ); 0 for the left child and 1 for the right child. If
a branch in the original vertex hierarchy is not a branch in
H(vs ), we do not need to store a bit for the branch. Therefore, when x is the node-id of v̂l , only the bits x[i] for the levels i are encoded such that H(vs ) contains a branch at level i
on the path from the root to v̂l .
During the decoding phase, the 1-ring neighborhood of vs
changes arbitrarily. However, when we gather the current 1ring neighbor vertices of vs and highlight their ancestors in
the vertex hierarchy, they must belong to the upper part of
H(vs ) cut by the current vertex front (see Fig. 7(b)). Since
we have enough information to locate v̂l in H(vs ), we can
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2006.

In this section, we show that redundancies are hidden in the
coding of fundamental cut vertices presented in Section 3.2.
To remove the redundancies, we present a compact coding
scheme based on a cut vertex vl instead of a fundamental cut
vertex v̂l .

Fig. 4(b) depicts the topologically possible configurations
of D(vt )/D(vu ) and D(vt0 )/D(v0u ). As shown in Fig. 4(b), the
fact that vt (resp. vu ) is the ancestor of the left fundamental
cut vertex of v0s implies that vt0 (resp. v0u ) is the ancestor of
the left fundamental cut vertex of vs , and vise versa. In other
words, the bit b in vs must be identical to the bit b0 in v0s , and
this is a redundancy.
Fig. 5 illustrates the four different cases such that vs and v0s
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are not mutually an ancestor of the other but an ancestor of
the other’s fundamental cut vertex. In any case of Fig. 5, one
trace-bit in vs for its fundamental cut vertex can be used for
predicting a trace-bit for the fundamental vertex of v0s . We
can reduce a lot of the required bits for connectivity coding
using this mutual dependency of trace-bits because most of
the trace-bits encoded with the technique in Section 3.2 fall
into the cases in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: All cases that two split vertices vs and v0s are mutually ancestors of the other’s fundamental cut vertices: Each
X-Y case means v0s is the ancestor of X fundamental cut vertex of vs and vs is the ancestor of Y fundamental cut vertex
of v0s (L: left, R: right). In the cases of (a) and (b), the bit b
reserved in vs is identical to the bit b0 reserved in v0s . In the
cases of (c) and (d), the bit b reserved in vs is the negation
of the bit b0 reserved in v0s . In any case, the bits b and b0 are
predictable from each other.
From this observation, we found that if we encode the
trace information up to the two cut vertices vl /vr for each
split vertex in the encoding phase, we can decode the fundamental cut vertices of split vertices in an arbitrary order in
the decoding phase. In the case that the current 1-ring neighbor of vs has an ancestor of vl , we can easily identify the
active ancestor val since we have the trace information down
to vl . The non-trivial case is that the current 1-ring neighborhood of vs contains the descendants of vl . With the encoded
trace information to vl in vs , we cannot identify the active
ancestor val among the descendants of vl . This problem can
be resolved as follows.
By using the encoded trace information about vl in vs , we
can easily trace down until we meet vl . When we are on a
node v0s below vl and there is a branch to the next level in the
sub-vertex hierarchy H(vs ), vs does not provide any further
decision information. However, in that case, the relationship
between vs and v0s should be one of the four cases in Fig. 5.
Hence, by using the trace-bit provided by v0s , we can keep
tracing down to the vertex hierarchy. When we meet the current vertex front, the active cut vertex val can be designated
in the current 1-ring neighborhood of vs .

Since we encode the two cut vertices, instead of the two
fundamental cut vertices, we need about 2 × (1 + log2 6) for
each split vertex, assuming the average valance of a vertex
to be six.
3.4. Encoding/Decoding algorithm
In this section, we present detailed algorithms for our connectivity encoder and decoder based on the ideas of subvertex hierarchy and redundancy removal.
Encoder The input of our encoder is a progressive mesh
representation obtained from a given mesh. Initially, we set
a proper <tree-id, node-id> to each vertex in the base mesh
M 0 . With a coarse-to-fine manner, we iteratively refine the
current mesh M i into M i+1 with vspliti (vs , vt , vu , vl , vr ). Prior
to each vspliti , we encode two cut vertices vl and vr of a split
vertex vs . The <tree-id, node-id> of vl is encoded by emulating the tracing down of the sub-vertex hierarchy H(vs )
(see Fig. 6).
For encoding tree-id of vl , we first make a set T by gathering tree-ids from the 1-ring of vs , and sort them in the ascending order. We then identify the order of tree-id of vl in
the sorted T and encode the order.
For encoding node-id of vl , we first make a set N by gathering node-ids from the 1-ring of vs whose tree-ids are identical to vl . From the most significant bit, we bit-wisely compare the i-th significant bits of node-ids in N . Let x be the
node-id of vl . When there exists a node-id y in N such that
x[i] 6= y[i] , we encode the x[i] and delete such elements y from
N . The encoding of node-id is finished when N has only
node-id of vl (see Fig. 6(c)). This bit-wise process emulates
the tracing down from the root to vl in the subgraph H(vs ).
Similarly, we can encode the <tree-id, node-id> of vr .
After performing vspliti , we set <tree-id, node-id>s of vt
and vu with the heap-indexing rule.
Decoder For decoding, we can use two encoded <tree-id,
node-id>s for each node vs , which describe how to reach vl
and vr in the sub-vertex hierarchy H(vs ) (see Fig. 7). During
the decoding phase, we have only a partially reconstructed
vertex hierarchy. In that case, a vertex front always consists
of the leaf nodes in the partial vertex hierarchy. Hence, the
active cut vertices for vsplitsel operation can be found in the
leaf nodes of the current partial vertex hierarchy. The basic
idea for decoding is to maintain and progressively update
the active cut vertices for the vertices of the current decompressed mesh.
Initially, the partial vertex hierarchy only contains the root
nodes when the base mesh has been decoded. At this time,
each node vs can locate its active cut vertices among the root
nodes by decompressing only tree-id of vl and vr in the subvertex hierarchy H(vs ).
Now we consider the case that a leaf node in the partial vertex hierarchy is split on the request of the decoder.
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2006.
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Figure 7: Decoder: (a) 1-ring neighbor of vs in the current selectively refined mesh M, (b) upper part of the sub-vertex hierarchy
H(vs ) which is available with M; We can easily identify val with the encoded information for vl . For decoding var , we can reach
up to vr with the encoded information for vr and keep tracing down through the branches in H(vs ) (arrowed in the figure) using
the prediction from other nodes. (c) decoding process for the node-id of val , which is algorithmically identical to tracing down
the 0-th tree in H(vs ) from its root to val .

Let vs be such a leaf node. Assuming we have maintained the active cut vertices for vs , we can simply perform
vsplitsel (vs , vt , vu , val , var ). After splitting vs , the current partial vertex hierarchy is updated by dangling two new nodes
vt and vu at vs . Then, vs is not a leaf node of the current
partial vertex hierarchy anymore and we must update the information for v0s which has vs as one of its active cut vertices.
There are three cases for such v0s ;
• v0s ∈ ancestors of N(vt )\{val , var }: In this case, one of the
active cut vertices of v0s should be updated from vs to vt .
This is trivially determined from the connectivity because,
between vt and vu , only vt is contained in the sub-vertex
hierarchy H(v0s ) (see Section 3.2).
• v0s ∈ ancestors of N(vu )\{val , var }: Similarly, in this case,
the active cut vertex should be updated from vs to vu .
• v0s ∈ ancestors of {val , var }: In this case, we should choose
one of vt and vu to update the active cut vertex of v0s .
Without loss of generality, assume that vs is currently
designated as the left active cut vertex of v0s . If there remains trace information on the left cut vertex of v0s , we
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2006.

can choose one from vt and vu . Otherwise, we can determine which one of vt and vu should become the left active
cut vertex of v0s using a trace bit in vs , as illustrated in Fig.
5.

For two newly introduced nodes vt and vu , we have to set
the active cut vertices for them in the current partial vertex
hierarchy. We explain the process with respect to vt and the
same process can be applied to vu . By gathering the <treeid, node-id>s of the 1-ring neighbors of vt , we can emulate
the upper part of the sub-vertex hierarchy H(vt ) which is
cut by the current vertex front (see Fig. 7). With the encoded
information for the left cut vertex vtl of vt , we can trace down
the partially reconstructed vertex hierarchy to find the left
active cut vertex of vt . When the current vertex hierarchy
does not have vtl yet, we will reach a leaf node. If the current
hierarchy has the descendants of vtl , we keep tracing down
using the trace bits predicted from other nodes, as described
in Fig. 5.
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Boundary cases When a split vertex vs is on a boundary,
one of its cut vertices can be defined as NIL. When our encoder or decoder meets a split vertex on a boundary, we assume that there is a virtual tree in the vertex hierarchy which
has the tree-id of −1. In that case, we assign a virtual tree to
the cut vertex defined as NIL.
4. Geometry Coding
In the previous single-rate and multiresolution mesh compression, the position of a newly introduced vertex can be
predicted with neighbor vertices which have already been
decoded. In the random accessible decompression scenario,
however, neighbor vertices are dynamically changed during
the decoding phase. Therefore, the positional information of
neighbor vertices can hardly be used for representing the position of a newly introduced vertex.
To resolve this problem, we use the positions of several
ancestors of a vertex v in the vertex hierarchy, which are always available even with a random decompression order. We
use positions of three ancestor nodes to predict the position
of v. In the progressive mesh construction, we use half-edge
collapses, which allow us to reconstruct only one vertex position for each vertex split. In our vertex hierarchy, the position of the right child vertex is the same as the parent vertex.
Let vg and vG denote grand parent node and great-grand
parent node of v, respectively. For predicting the position of
v, we establish an orthonormal local frame with three positions p0 , p1 , and p2 , which are the position of the vg ’s
left-child node, the position of vG ’s left-child node, and the
position of vG , respectively. The three axes wx , wy , and
wz of the local coordinate system are defined as follows;
−p0
0
wx = kpp1 −p
, wy = kpp2 −p
, and wz = wx × wy . Then, v
1
0k
2 −p0 k
can be represented by
v = α · wx + β · wy + γ · wz .

(1)

With this representation, we store (α, β, γ) instead of original vertex positions. In addition, (α, β, γ) are quantized and
encoded by an arithmetic coder.
5. File Structure and Data Compression
File structure Considering only the random accessibility,
the best approach would be to encode the connectivity and
geometry symbols with a fixed-length coding. In this case,
the decoder can randomly access the encoded data in a file
when it knows the overall structure of the vertex hierarchy.
However, the overall compression ratio can be highly influenced by a few pitfall data. To accomplish both random accessibility and reasonable compression ratio, we break the
original vertex hierarchy into sub-blocks and encode each
sub-block by entropy-based coding, such as an arithmetic
coder. Therefore, a sub-block is the atomic unit for random
accessibility in our case.
Our approach is similar to [DP02, Lin03] but in our case,
the data in a subtree is highly compressed with arithmetic

coding. We compress connectivity data and geometry data
in each sub-block independently with an adaptive arithmetic
coder [Whe96]. To provide a random access to each subblock, a sub-block table is maintained with the positions of
encoded sub-blocks in the compressed file. In the decoding
phase, we load the sub-block table into the main memory
and randomly decompress a necessary sub-block from the
disk by using the table.
Data compression We need a special care for encoding the
cut vertices vl and vr of each split vertex vs since the lengths
of bit sequences vary with different cut vertices. Let <x, y>
be the encoded cut vertex vl with the sub-vertex hierarchy
H(vs ) (see Fig. 6(b)). In order to encode the information of
vl , we pack <x, y> into an unsigned integer value k in the
form of k = (y  n) | x, where n is the number of minimally
required bits for representing different trees in the sub-vertex
hierarchy H(vs ). For example, vl and vr in Fig. 6(b) will be
packed into 11002 and 1012 , respectively.
For efficiently encoding packed values, we use the following variable-length coding technique. We introduce an
additional symbol, called EOB, which represents the end of
a bit sequence. For example, the packed value 11002 for a
cut vertex vl is encoded with 1, 0, 0, and EOB. Since we use
an additional symbol, there must be a penalty on the compression ratio. We reduce the penalty as much as possible
by using a context-based coding approach. Fig. 8 shows the
probabilities of the appearances of 0/1 symbols and the EOB
symbol in each bit position for encoding the packed integers.
As shown in Fig. 8, the EOB symbol frequently appears after
the 3rd or 4th bit in a encoded packed value.
For each mesh model, we construct a probability table for
the frequencies of 0/1 symbols and the EOB symbol at each
bit position and utilize the table for the context-based coding
of the packed integers. Since the size of a table is very small,
the overhead for storing the probability table can be ignored.
For geometry encoding, we also use the context-based approach to optimize the required bits. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of geometry symbols, which are obtained with the
technique presented in Section 4. As shown in Fig. 9, the
symbol distribution is bell-shaped, and therefore we can approximate such patterns with a few parameters; mean, variance, and peak value. From this observation, we store the
means, variances, and peak values for the coordinates α, β,
and γ in the file, and use the values for initiating probability
tables of the arithmetic coder before coding geometry symbols of a sub-block. In our experiments, 21 bpv for geometry
coding is accomplished with 12-bit quantization, regardless
of the scales of the given models (see Table 1).
6. Results and Discussion
To introduce a new vertex by a vertex split during the decompression, two cut vertices vl and vr of a vertex vs are
required. Ideally, for encoding vl and vr , we need only two
symbols (0/1 sequences) and the expected bpv would be
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2006.
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David probability 0/1
Buddha probability 0/1
Lucy probability 0/1
xyzrgb Dragon probability 0/1

David probability EOB
Buddha probability EOB
Lucy probability EOB
xyzrgb Dragon probability EOB

# of
# of sub-blockconnectivitygeometry
vertices
faces
depth
(bpv)
(bpv)
Happy Buddha 541,366 1,082,760
5
12.0320 20.1357
Happy Buddha 541,366 1,082,760
8
11.6670 19.7172
David
274,831 274,831
5
12.4228 22.7297
David
274,831 274,831
8
11.8946 22.2043
Lucy
1,000,0972,000,190
5
12.1200 21.0403
Lucy
1,000,0972,000,190
8
11.6196 20.5307
xyzrgb Dragon 1,000,0852,000,166
5
11.9401 21.2028
xyzrgb Dragon 1,000,0852,000,166
8
11.4336 20.7269

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Table 1: Compression ratio
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Figure 8: Distributions of 0/1 symbols and the EOB symbol:
Regardless of mesh models, the probabilities of 0/1 symbols
are gradually decreased on the 3rd or 4th bit, whereas the
probability of the EOB symbol is gradually increased.
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Figure 9: Distributions of geometry symbols with the Buddha model: The geometry symbols obtained with Eq. (1)
have the bell-shaped distributions. We approximate these
distributions with a few parameters and use them for setting
initial probability distributions in sub-block coding.

2 × (1 + log2 6). However, the ideal bit rate can be achieved
only when we know the lengths of 0/1 sequences used for
encoding vl and vr at the decoder side. Obviously, this is impossible in practice. Then, the practical average bpv would
be 2 × (1 + log2 6) × 1.5 ' 10.75 bits, where we encode the
information of vl and vr with three different symbols (i.e.,
0/1/EOB). Table 1 shows the compression results of connectivity for several models. The compression ratios of connectivity are about 11 bits per split, which is similar to the bit
rate from our analysis.
The compression ratio for the geometry coding is about
21 bits with 12-bit quantization. We believe that the result
is reasonably good under the constraint that we cannot use
any kind of fixed neighborhood information. Clearly, discovering a better technique for geometry coding remains as an
important future work.
Compared with [CKL∗ 04], our compression ratio is not
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2006.

Figure 10: View-dependent decoding: from left to right,
screen-space images, view-dependently decoded meshes
from other views, and the original models.

superior. In [CKL∗ 04], each chart is highly compressed with
a single-rate compression technique. However, the extension
of [CKL∗ 04] to provide the progressiveness seems difficult
because the handling of chart boundaries is non-trivial when
charts are progressively decompressed in an random order.
Possible applications of our mesh compression technique
include view-dependent rendering and streaming of large
meshes in a compressed form. Fig. 10 shows a viewdependent rendering result with our technique. Similar to
[Hop97], we use view-frustum culling, back-face test, and
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screen-space error measurement for the view-dependent refinement. In our experiments, the screen-space error is
roughly estimated by using a per-vertex bounding sphere,
whose radius is determined with the level in the vertex hierarchy. In this manner, we can minimize the additional information to be stored in the file for view-dependent rendering.
Unfortunately, our current implementation is not optimized
for view-dependent rendering of huge models in an interactive rate. An interesting future work will be the development
of highly optimized view-dependent rendering and streaming systems, similar to [CGG∗ 04, YSGM04, KLK04], based
on our compression technique.
We believe that much room remains for further improvement, such as investigating a better geometry coding technique, providing an efficient file structure for random accessibility, and developing new applications of multiresolution
random accessible mesh compression.
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